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It's software

(not servers or services)



It's a framework

So mainly tools, philosophy and 
(empty) structures

(and not a "deployment ready" product)



It targets developers and sys-admins

(and not end-users)



It should be really free and open 
(github)



Technically, it does already exist



Politically, it's a pre-project with a 
formal decision at the beginning of 

next year
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A little bit of history...



We are nearly at the end of the migration to our new 
"cloud ready" meteorological workstation : Synopsis

The project started in 2010 and it was a huge effort (700 man-months cumulated)





So even if it wasn't completely designed for that, this 
framework already exists

(inside Synopsis)

And it's already used by other internal projects
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So we want to release MetWork as a 
real and separately maintained 

product









(our plan, continued)
Continue to fully document the framework in english

Continue to remove remaining technical adherences 
to Synopsis or to Météo-France



Leave our private github account for 
a public one

at the beginning of next year



And find new users and 
contributors !

Because we want to collaborate internally and 
externally on parts...

... where it's really possible to collaborate easily

(like on frameworks)
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Let's return to home Synopsis







So MetWork is a modular Python framework 
with a plugin system for:

• configuring and executing custom actions on incoming 
files 

• storing geospatial and time based datas

• implementing REST microservices (including async routing 
and priority/QOS system)

• with all "production ready" and "battle tested" batteries 
included

(of course, you can use only some parts of it if you want)



But MetWork is NOT a "ready to use" 
software

For example, MetWork can't assimilate GRIB datas by 
itself

(but because all necessary stuff is included, it's 
easy to write a python plugin to do that in the way 

you want)



The big MetWork picture to finish
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Questions ?



Extra slides: demo



Demo with metwork/data 
component :

• you receive a lot of files by FTP (some of them are 
compressed with gzip)

• you have to filter only PNG files

• you have to convert this into JPEG

• and then send these JPEG to another machine by 
FTP

• and your work must be "really production ready"



youtube videos playlist of this demo if following 
embedded links don't work for you

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (1) Metwork installation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Xx9c3Wc16o&index=1&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (2) Just a silly test

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FStxIVUAvI&index=2&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (3) Our first plugin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLhp8S4XH-s&index=3&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (4) ungzip plugin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCVvxXonvHc&index=4&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (5) convert plugin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ofkZ7eW6Og&index=5&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (6) ftpsend plugin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdZgA5t_rdI&index=6&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT


• (7) release !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8FlhOx1L2A&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT&index=7


• (8) deploy !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoYhw3GbXgA&list=PLAkVnmgPixyN3DYD8S6LVBx1jKCEhFbrT&index=8

